VIRTUAL SUMMER MUSIC INSTITUTE
Trumpet Workshops June 24, 2020
10:00 Building Trumpet "Chops"

I. TONE
Start every day on the mouthpiece: find your best sound on a single pitch in the middle range;
try some higher or lower pitches with the same sound; gliss between these notes while keeping
your best tone.
Keep your mind in the sound!
Glissando is an important skill on the trumpet, as both our tongue and our valves can get in the
way of smooth, refined musicianship. Master glissing slowly first, then glissing quickly which is
more directly what we do on the trumpet when we slur. It should be the same with only a
difference in speed.
Tonguing on the mouthpiece is great as well. Try playing some staccato notes and listen.
Front: do you start on the pitch you intended to play or did you scoop into it? (don't
scoop unless you intend to scoop!); does the note start right away or does it take a
split-second to begin? (a split-second delay is too much in music!)
Middle: is the pitch consistent or does is go flat or sharp? (a piano doesn't change pitch
when you play one note...even a BAD piano!)
End: does the note sound choked off or does it ring a little? (we sometimes need to
"tongue-stop", but it can become a unmusical habit!)
Keep your mind in the sound!

"HiSiBiPi": Hear it; Sing it; Buzz it; Play it. Play anything you are working on, on your
mouthpiece. If you can play it on the mouthpiece…you can play it.
Final Mouthpiece Thoughts:
Playing the mouthpiece is similar to playing the trumpet, but not exactly the same. While there
is value in playing something on the trumpet, then on the mouthpiece, then back to the
trumpet, I don't do it a ton. When you are playing the trumpet, play the trumpet, rather than
playing the mouthpiece into the trumpet! There is a complicated "physics-y" answer to why
playing the trumpet is physically easier than playing the mouthpiece…just allow getting good at
playing the mouthpiece help your trumpet playing without thinking too much!
I use James Thompson's "The Buzzing Book" every day, in my own way, that helps me. There
are sound files that go along with the exercises which you keep you on pitch. You should
always use those if possible. https://www.jamesthompsonmusic.com/the-buzzing-book
After a short session on the mouthpiece, I take a break - of at least 10 minutes but it could be
longer -and get going on the trumpet. The "Great Trumpet(er) Warm Up" on the next page is
an example of what you might do. #2-6 will take you around 10 minutes, resting as long as you
play (a good rule of thumb, especially in a warm-up).
Exercise #2: play with a beautiful sound! Tone bending down a half step is a fantastic exercise
for developing strong tone and maintaining balance and efficiency in your embouchure. This is
a good connection to playing the mouthpiece, using a slow then fast glissando.
Exercise #3: Lip slurs should have square corners AND be connected. This is where fast glisses
come into play. Keep the sound full all the way to the next note AND start the next note with a
full sound!

Exercise #4 & 5: These exercises are not really about the tongue, but about getting the tongue
OUT OF THE WAY! The best tonguing allows us to hear the tone clearly and immediately. In #4,
keep the end of the note open; in #5, the end of each note bumps up against the next one. Use
metronome to stay steady and to track your progress.
Exercise #6: In your warm up, you should only go as high as you can with ease and comfort (If
you want to work on range, you can use these same lip slurs but a little later in your practice).

II. Chops
The term "chops" can mean different things to different people. When it comes to the
trumpet, people often think of the lips themselves. Musicians generally refer to other
musicians with great technical skill as having "chops", regardless of whether the lips are
involved!
So let's start with the lips…
Embouchure is a term meaning the way we use our lips to play our instrument. The trumpet IS
a very physical instrument, and the lips are not a very powerful part of the physique. Pain in
your lips is a sign that you are out of balance and need to put different parts of your body to
work.
The job of the lips is VERY simple. They have to be in the way of the air and be free to vibrate.
This means:
- the center should stay relaxed but not flabby
- imagine 2 drumheads, one with some tension, one without

- the lips should be free to respond to the air, not pinched by the mouthpiece
- imagine the ligature of a clarinet or saxophone: reed is free to vibrate but does not
move around on the mouthpiece; ligature is firm and in place (like the our corners)

- once we find this balance, we can FORGET about our chops and just make music!
- protect your lips by keeping the corners firm; tired muscles in the corners or cheeks of
the face, will strengthen with rest
- playing the trumpet then becomes just "wind and song" (Arnold Jacobs)
- thoughts might be "keep the air always moving, faster or slower, but always moving"
and "keep the corners firm" until this becomes habit
- Keep your mind in the sound!
III. Expression
All of what came before is just about the techniques we need for…what? To express something
to the listener. If we are not expressing something (joy, strength, sadness, honor, love, etc.) we
are missing the point.
Could you play a long tone expressively?
Could you play a lip slur expressively?
Could you play a scale expressively? (a joyful scale? an angry scale?!)
If you could play these simple things expressively, why wouldn't you?
Of course, it is much easier to play melodies or dance music that might inspire us to play
expressively! Find those things in your ensemble music that excite you and inspire you, and
play those as an essential part of your daily practice. It could be anything: some pop music
from a marching band show; a hymn from a hymnal; a folk song. Once that becomes a daily
practice, work to play other kinds of music - that you might not immediately respond to expressively. Pretend you are trying to 'sell' a piece of music, to convince someone else to like
it. Of course, you want to try to figure out what kind of music it is and what that music needs
from you!
I highly recommend "Simply Singing for Winds" (Medium treble clef) by Brad Edwards:
https://www.hickeys.com/search/products/sku091364.php
This is a great source for expressive playing of all kinds. It is a required book (as is the Buzzing
Book and the Arban's) for the CMU Trumpet Studio.
There are many great moments that composers have written for the trumpet (or improvised,
thanks Louis!) but here are four of the greatest. If you have heard them, check them out. Each
one expresses something 'beyond the notes'.

11:00 Arban's Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet: "The Trumpeter's Bible"

The Arban's book has been used by trumpeters for many generations and is still fairly
comprehensive in developing the tools needed for the trumpeter. Published around 1859, it's
author Jean-Baptiste Arban was a great cornet soloist and teacher.
The above cover image is the of Dover Edition of the Arban's, which I recommend.
There are many editions available, but Dover is relatively inexpensive and has excellent binding
(a big deal with big books).
Make sure you have a "complete" edition.
Most editions have the same page numbers, which makes references easy; unfortunately, the
most recent edition by Carl Fisher has different page numbers (grrr!). Get the Dover edition! If
you want, there are old editions of the Arban's that are available for free on the internet as
those old editions are in the public domain.
Here are some of the great exercises to work on out of the Arban's and my approach to
practicing them. After that, I have included pages from the book from which the excerpts are
taken.
After today's workshop, I will post this document for you to download on my website
www.neilmueller.com (under "Teaching" and "Resources").

